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ESG INTEGRATION APPROACH 
• The  T. Rowe Price Australian Equity Fund uses environmental, social, and governance (ESG) integration as part of its 

investment process. This means incorporating ESG factors to enhance investment decisions. Our philosophy is that ESG 
factors are a component of the investment decision—meaning that they are not the sole driver of an investment decision, 
nor are they considered separately from more traditional analysis. 

• The process of ESG integration takes place on two levels: first, with our research analysts as they incorporate 
environmental, social, and governance factors into company valuations and ratings; and, second, with the portfolio 
manager as he balances these ESG factor exposures at the portfolio level. Both the analysts and portfolio manager are 
able to leverage dedicated, in-house resources to assist them in analyzing ESG criteria. 

• Our ESG specialist teams provide investment research on ESG issues at the company level and on thematic topics. 
Additionally, they have built tools to help pro-actively and systematically analyze the environmental, social and 
governance factors that could impact our investments. The foundation of the analysis is a proprietary flagging tool called 
the Responsible Investing Indicator Model (RIIM). It covers around 15,000 companies and pulls from data sources that 
help supplement the fundamental research from our financial analysts. These data sets include:    

- ESG performance data (i.e. number of accidents, carbon emissions, strength of whistle-blower programs);  
- ESG targets (i.e. plans to reduce carbon emissions, increase diversity, etc.)  
- ESG incidents and controversies (i.e. environmental fines paid, local community controversies/protests against a 

company, etc.) 
 

• Fundamental research is at the core of our investment process where we aim to identify high-quality growth opportunities. 
ESG is integrated into our research, where we are looking to identify key issues that may have material implications for 
shareholder returns, including these factors into our assumptions and valuation. Our proprietary RIIM analysis allows for a 
systematic evaluation of these ESG factors both at the company and the portfolio level, and our in-house ESG team 
presents a bespoke analysis of the Australia Equity Strategy to the portfolio manager on a regular basis to highlight any 
unknown risks or unintended negative exposures. 

 
RECENT COMPANY ENGAGEMENTS 
 
We maintain a regular dialogue with the management teams of companies represented across the portfolio. Our investment-
driven engagement program frequently identifies targets through our proprietary RIIM analysis, governance screening and 
analysts’ fundamental research. While we engage with companies in a variety of different contexts, ESG engagement focuses 
on learning about, influencing or exchanging perspectives on the environmental practices, corporate governance or social 
issues affecting their business. 

While most of the meetings we hold with company managements will include some discussion of ESG topics, we differentiate 
meetings held with a heavy focus on ESG, meaning ESG issues were the sole items on the agenda or made up a meaningful 
part of the meeting. Agenda items are classified as “meaningful” when they take up a significant portion of the meeting or are a 
significant factor in the investment case. 

The following are selected examples of recent engagements with companies held in or considered for the portfolio. The 
examples are not meant to be representative of every engagement held, but to illustrate the types of ESG engagements we 
are having with the managements of our investment companies. 
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National Australia Bank (4th Quarter 2022 Engagement) 

Focus Environment, Social, Governance  

Company 
Description National Australia Bank (NAB) is a retail and business bank focused on Australia and New Zealand. 

Engagement 
Objective We engaged with NAB to discuss shareholder resolutions, climate approach, and customer complaints.  

Participants 
From NAB: Head of Sustainable Performance and Engagement; Senior Manager, Investor Relations  

From T. Rowe Price: Head of Governance, EMEA and APAC; Equity Analyst; Responsible Investing 
Analyst   

Engagement 
Outcome 

The purpose of our engagement with NAB was to conduct due diligence on the bank’s climate 
approach. We met with NAB’s social impact team to better understand how the bank evaluated the 
credibility of its customers’ net-zero transition plans. During our meeting, we also discussed customer 
complaints/satisfaction in the years since the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, 
Superannuation and Financial Services Industry enquiry concluded in 2019.  

NAB faces a climate-related resolution at its upcoming annual general meeting from Market Forces (an 
environmental activist group in Australia) requesting that it take a stricter approach to fossil fuel lending. 
The bank’s social impact team believes there is a philosophical difference in the way emissions 
reductions should be targeted and managed. NAB said it has changed some policies to meet Market 
Forces “in the middle” but believes that the group will continue to file resolutions.  

On its climate approach, NAB established a Transition Framework Diagnostic to evaluate the credibility 
of its customers’ plans for net-zero transition. However, it did not give detail on the areas it evaluates in 
its latest climate report. The bank walked us through some key topics in its framework (e.g., 
management acknowledgement of climate risks; Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
reporting; integration into strategic decisions). It is still working on what areas will constitute “red lines” 
but said that customers who score poorly in the framework will be escalated to NAB’s risk committee. 
We recommended that the bank highlight the main areas within its framework in its next climate report.   

Regarding customer complaints, NAB said these have remained stable since the start of the Royal 
Commission enquiry. The social impact team noted that recent complaints have related to branch 
closures. NAB has attained the highest Net Promotor Score (NPS) of Australian banks though its NPS 
score is low in absolute terms.  

The engagement gave us confidence that NAB is managing climate risks and evaluating its customers’ 
transition plans with an acceptable level of detail. We recommended that the bank articulate the main 
topics within its Transition Framework Diagnostic in future climate reporting.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The specific securities identified and described do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended for the 
Fund, and no assumption should be made that the securities identified and discussed were or will be profitable. T. Rowe Price 
may have ongoing business and/or client relationships with the companies mentioned in this report. 
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APA Group (4th Quarter 2022 Engagement) 

Focus Environment, Governance  

Company 
Description APA Group (APA) owns and operates natural gas, electricity, and other energy assets in Australia. 

Engagement 
Objective 

We engaged with APA to inform our understanding of an upcoming say-on-climate vote at the annual 
general meeting (AGM).  

Participants 
From APA: Group Executive for Sustainability and Corporate Affairs; Head of Net Zero; Project 
Manager, Investor Relations  

From T. Rowe Price: Head of Governance, EMEA and APAC; Equity Portfolio Manager; Equity Analyst 

Engagement 
Outcome 

The purpose of our engagement with APA was to inform our understanding of the company’s climate 
goals ahead of a say-on-climate vote at the 2022 AGM.  

The Institutional Shareholder Services Benchmark recommended qualified support for the plan but 
flagged two issues. First, there are no scope 3 targets despite scope 3 emissions1 accounting for 98% 
of the company’s carbon footprint. APA plans to finalize its scope 3 target no later than 2025, but 
shareholders may expect it sooner than that.  

Second, there are no clear short-term targets. However, APA detailed its focus areas for fiscal 2023 and 
for fiscal 2023-2030 and showed how its longer-term goals translate into short-term ones (e.g., the 30% 
emissions reduction target for gas infrastructure assets by 2030 equates to a 3.3% reduction per year).  

APA acknowledged that three years is too long and that it needs to publish the scope 3 timeline sooner 
based on investor feedback.  

The engagement informed our voting decision, and we voted in support of all items at the 2022 annual 
general meeting. Looking ahead, we will monitor for a scope 3 target by the 2024 meeting and seek to 
engage on items raised by other investors (e.g., use of offsets, additional disclosure on lobbying).  

1 Scope 1 (direct emissions from owned or controlled sources), scope 2 (indirect emissions from the generation of purchased 
electricity, steam, or cooling), scope 3 (all other indirect emissions). 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
Equity Trustees Limited (“Equity Trustees”) (ABN: 46 004 031 298, AFSL: 240975) is a subsidiary of EQT Holdings Limited 
(ABN: 22 607 797 615), a publicly listed company on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX:EQT). Equity Trustees and T. Rowe 
Price Australia Limited ("TRPAU") (ABN: 13 620 668 895, AFSL: 503741) are, respectively, the responsible entity and 
investment manager of the T. Rowe Price Australian Unit Trusts. Available in Australia for Wholesale Clients only and in New 
Zealand for Wholesale Investors only.  

A Target Market Determination for each T. Rowe Price Australian Unit Trust (or class of units in a Trust) is available here 
(www.eqt.com.au/insto [eqt.com.au]). A Target Market Determination is a document which is required to be made available from 
5 October 2021. It describes who the financial product is likely to be appropriate for (i.e. the target market), and any conditions 
around how the product can be distributed to investors. It also describes the events or circumstances where Equity Trustees 
Limited, the responsible entity of the T. Rowe Price Australian Unit Trusts may need to review the Target Market Determination 
for the financial product. 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The price of any fund may go up or down. Investment 
involves risk including a possible loss to the principal amount invested. For general information purposes only, does not take into 
account the investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. For further details, please refer to each 
fund's product disclosure statement and reference guide which are available from Equity Trustees (www.eqt.com.au/insto) or 
TRPAU (www.troweprice.com.au)/(www.troweprice.nz). 

Information and opinions presented have been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable and current; however, 
we cannot guarantee the sources' accuracy or completeness. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. 
The views contained herein are as of the date noted on the material and are subject to change without notice; these views may 
differ from those of other T. Rowe Price group companies and/or associates. Under no circumstances should the material, in 
whole or in part, be copied or redistributed without consent from T. Rowe Price. 

© 2023 T. Rowe Price. All Rights Reserved. T. ROWE PRICE, INVEST WITH CONFIDENCE, and the Bighorn Sheep design are, 
collectively and/or apart, trademarks of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. 
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